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1 Book reviews als, weighted spectral discretizatlons of Dirichlet 
problems are studied. The last two chapters deal 
Handbook of Numerical Analysis, Vol. V with particular applications. The spectral dis- 
Techniques of Scientific Computing (Part cretization of the Navier-Stokes equations i anal- 
2), P.G. Ciarlet and J.L. Lions (eds) ysed in great detail, and recent results on the dis- 
North-Holland, Elsevier Science B.V., Amster- cretization of nonlinear hyperbolic problems are 
dam, New York 1997, ISBN 0-44482278-X, 828 presented. 
pages, Hardback NLG 300.00, US Dollars 187.50 
The third chapter is called "Numerical Analysis 
for Nonlinear and Bifurcation Problems" and is 
This is the fifth volume in a series which aims at devoted to the study of approximation schemes 
covering the major aspects of Numerical Analy- of bifurcation problems in Banach spaces. After 
sis. It continues the survey on Techniques of Sci- a brief review of the necessary functional analysis 
entitle Computing, started in Volume III (CAM material it describes ome effects and convergence 
Newsletter 13, nr. 2) results for a general and a Galerkin approxima- 
tion of a (regular) solution and a solution branch. 
The first part of this Volume gives a clear and The study of the approximation of bifurcation 
detailed overview of the concepts, methods and points uses the Lyapunov-Schmidt decomposition 
problems encountered using numerical path fol- which leads to an (approximate) bifurcation equa- 
lowing. The first three chapters consist of an in- tion. The abstract framework is illustrated using 
troduction and an in-depth outline of the main three model problems: a semilinear problem, a 
possibilities one has when choosing a corrector, discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations and 
a predictor and a steplength control, which are 
the basic ingredients of any continuation method, a stationary heat problem with convection. The 
emphasis on the analysis of convergence and er- 
The fourth chapter covers implementation issues ror estimates of the approximate problem, not on 
including topics as the exploiting of symmetry the numerical algorithms to solve the problems. 
and considerations for large scale problems. A 
large fifth chapter describes a number of ira- The part on wavelets is written by Y. Meyer and 
portant applications (e.g. homotopy methods for consists of two chapters. The first explores the 
polynomial systems, nonlinear eigenvalue prob- mathematicallandscape around wavelets (Fourier 
lems for bifurcation analysis and application to and Littlewood-Paley analysis, Donoho's denois- 
fluid dynamics). The part ends with a chapter on ing technique) and serves as an appetizer be- 
piecewise linear models, which can be viewed in cause it shows drawbacks of classical Fourier anal- 
the same framework, a note on complexity and a ysis and suggests that wavelets are much bet- 
list of available software, ter in catching the geometrical properties of a 
function. The second chapter introduces orthog- 
A substantial part of the book is devoted to the onal wavelets and multiresolution analysis, and 
analysis of spectral methods (270 pages), writ- focusses on the problem of characterizing and ap- 
ten by C. Bernardi and Y. Maday. The arti- proximating Calder6n-Zygmund operators. The 
cle starts off with some mathematical preliminar- 
ies on Sobolev spaces, Legendre polynomials and approach is strongly analysis-oriented and not 
very close to "down-to-earth" numerical algo- 
quadrature formulas. The second chapter is de- rithrns. 
voted to the study of polynomial pproximation. 
The results are applied to the numerical analy- In the last part of this Volume, Jean-Jacques 
sis of the Galerkin method for three model prob- Risler gives an excellent introduction to Com- 
lems: the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace and puter Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) from the 
bilaplacian operators, and the Neumann problem mathematical point of view (104 pages). In the 
for the Laplace operator. Chapter three consid- first chapter, B-splines are discussed in detail. 
ers the effect of using quadrature formulas in the The basic properties are proved starting from the 
spectral method. After an overview of weighted recurrence relation and then all the classical ap- 
Sobolev spaces and 3acobi orthogonal polynomi- plications for the modeling of curves are reviewed, 
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including knot insertion and blossoming. B~ier 2. Cyclic difference sets. 
curves are treated as a special case of B-spline 3. The Euclidean algorithm. 
curves. The second chapter is devoted to surfaces 4. Prime numbers. 
and considers tensor product splines and triangu- 5. The coloring of graphs. 
lar Bdzier patches. A short introduction to poly- 6. Randomized response surveys. 
hedral splines is given as well with the box splines 7. Polyhedra. 
as an example. In the last chapter some basic con- 8. The p-adic numbers. 
cepts of Algebraic Geometry are introduced and 9. Parametric urve representation. 
a link is made to rational spline curves (NURBS) 10. Numerical integration. 
and the representation f conics. 11. Sequences and series. 
12. Experiments in periodicity. 
A. Bultheel, P. Dierckx, K. Engelborghs, S. Van- 13. Iteration to solve equations. 
dewalle 14. Iteration of quadratic functions. 
Laborator ies in Mathemat ica l  Exper imen- 15. Iterated linear maps in the plane. 
18. Euclidean algorithm for complex integers. tat ion,  a Br idge Course to Higher Mathe-  
mat|cs,  G. Cobb,  G. Davidoff, A. Durfee, J. If you want to explore these topics with the aid 
G|fford, D. O'Shea,  M. Peterson,  H. Pol lat- of the book, you will need access to a computer 
sek, iV[. Robinson,  L. Senechal, R. Weaver,  because most chapters require one or more simple 
J. Wi l l iam Bruce computer programs. The computer is used as an 
Springer-Verlag, New-York, 1997, 274 pages, experimental tool. You will be asked to gener- 
ISBN 0-387-94922-4, Softcover DM 59 ate examples illuminating questions asked and to 
carry out suitable experiments to enable you to 
This book consists of a collection of sixteen labo- see patterns in the data relating to the problem 
ratory investigations in mathematics, meant for under investigation. 
beginning university students. Each investiga- Programs in the text are described in pseudocode, 
tion invites the students to observe and to look an outline of the program that makes its logic 
for patterns and encourages them to establish clear without burdening the reader with the de- 
language to describe, conjecture and analyse the tails of the syntax of any particular programming 
phenomena under study. The authors of the book language. Chapter 1 includes an introduction to 
strongly believe in the importance for students to pseudocode and the logic of a typical computer al- 
discover mathematics on their own. Each investi- gorithm called a FOR-NEXT loop. Working code 
gation, each chapter, therefore introduces a topic for each program is provided at the end of each 
and places it in some context, often with exercises chapter in two languages, TrueBASIC and Math- 
to give the students practice with new ideas. It cad. Three of the chapters (5, 11 and 12) use more 
then raises a number of more substantial ques- complicated programs available lectronicaily and 
tions for the students to investigate, with sug- on disk. 
gestions for how to get started. The chapter con- If there is an immediate continuation, under guid- 
cludes with a discussion of some of the underlying ance of a teacher, to the investigations made by 
mathematical ideas. This to help the students to the students (individual or in group), this book 
understand and interpret heir results and to give is, in my opinion, very useful. With the aid of 
them ideas for how to support some of their con- the questions asked and exercises given, the stu- 
jectures with analysis or, in some cases, proof, dents discover things which can be seen next in 
In this way the students will learn, without any a broader context and proven or disproven. In 
doubt, some specific ideas and techniques, but this way they don't have to swallow what the 
it's the intention of the authors that these wi l l  teacher tells them about a mathematical topic. 
be secondary to the broader experience of math- They have discovered it themselves, so it will be 
ematical inquiry, easier to understand the theory that results from 
The topics, presented in the book, range across their discoveries. 
many different areas of mathematics: 
1. Iteration of linear functions. H. Vanaenroyde 
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The Theory  of  Cubature  Formulas are constant at a distance O(h) from the bound- 
Mathemat ics  and its Appl icat ions,  vol 415 ary of f/. Especially when f~ is a rational polyhe- 
S.L. Sobolev and V.L. Vaskevich dron, these asymptotically optimal cubature for- 
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dortrecht 1997, mulas are easily constructed. An analytic formula 
ISBN 0-7923-4631-9,416 pages, Hardbound NLG for the weights of strictly optimal formulas is also 
350 obtained. Another topic addressed in this book 
is the analysis of lattice rules and of the one- 
S.L. Sobolev (1908-1989), famous for his contri- dimensional Euler-Maclaurin and Gregory rules 
butions to distribution theory and partial differ- for integrands belonging to Gevrey classes of in- 
ential equations, applied his new techniques to finitely differentiable functions. 
the theory of numerical integration. This posthu- The book assumes a basic knowledge of functional 
mous monograph finished by V.L. Vaskevich, the analysis. It contains a lot of results, but the top- 
last pupil of Sobolev, contains all contributions ics addressed are clearly mentioned in the preface 
of S.L. Sobolev to numerical integration as well and the main ideas are explained in the first in- 
as further developments of it. Several chapters of troductory chapter. 
Sobolev's earlier monograph 'Introduction to the This book is of great interest for researchers in 
theory of cubature formulas', completely revised numerical multiple integration as it provides an 
and updated, form the basis of the present book. updated survey of the approach based on rune- 
This book relies on functional analysis. The in- tional analysis. It will also fascinate mathemati- 
tegral over a fixed region of an integrand func- clans who are interested in the applications of 
tion ~b is regarded as a linear functional of ~b. It functional analysis and partial differential equa- 
ls approximated by a cubature formula, i.e., a tions to numerical mathematics. 
weighted sum of integrand evaluations at a dis- 
crete set of points, called nodes. The difference P. Verlinden 
between the exact integral and the cubature for- 
mula is called the error functional. Various Ba- Recent  Progress in Inequal it ies 
nach spaces of smooth integrand functions are G .V .  Milovanovi~ (ed.) 
considered. In this functional analytical approach Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht 1998, 
optimizing a cubature formula means minimizing ISBN 0-7923-4845-1,519 pages. NLG 395 
the norm of the error functional. Cubature based 
on probabilistic methods is not considered and a Professor Dragoslav S. Mitrinovid (1908-1995) 
single chapter is devoted to the more algebraic was one of the most accomplished masters in the 
problem of constructing ei~cient cubature formu- domain of inequalities. He was interested in all 
las that are exact for all polynomials up to a given kinds of inequalities, from elementary inequal- 
degree, ities, geometric inequalities, inequalities with 
A major part of this book is concerned with the means, inequalities in analysis and approximation 
approximation of an integral on a region fl, with theory, including inequalities in number theory. 
piecewise smooth boundary, by cubature formulas He published several books in different subjects 
with nodes restricted to a lattice hL, where h ~ 0 concerning inequalities during the last ten years 
is a scaling factor. In certain spaces of functions of his life. 
differentiable up to order m, it is shown that the This book contains the proceedings of the Inter- 
principal term in the expansion of the minimal er- national Memorial Conference dedicated to the 
ror norm has the form Ah '~', where the constant late Prof. Mitrinovid, which was held at the Fac- 
A can be expressed explicitly through the Epstein ulty of Electronic Engineering, University of Nil, 
zeta function of the lattice L. It is explained Yugoslavia, from June 20-22, 1996. It is divided 
how cubature formulas can be constructed that into three sections: An i~troductior~ to the life and 
are asymptotically optimal as h tends to 0. The scientific work of Professor Mitrinovi~, including 
weights of these cubature formulas depend only a list of all his publications, 19 Inrited Papers, 
on the form of f} in a neighbourhood ofdiameter and 14 Contributed Papers. 
O(h) about the node. In particular, the weights The papers reflect a broad range of topics: 
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inequnlities related to the notion of maximal one unskilled in mathematics may have a hard 
polynomial ranges (V. V. Andrievskii and S. time assimilating all this material in a short time. 
Rnscheweyh), Bernstein, Szeg~ and Zygmund in- The next two chapters introduce wavelet analy- 
equalities for trigonometric polynomials on the sis itself. The material is kept to the bare min- 
real line and for algebraic polynomials on the unit irnum, although continuous and discrete trans- 
disk in the complex plane iV. V. Arestov), the in- forms, multiresolution analysis (of the real line) 
equalities ofVietoris (R. Askey), a compiled list of and biorthogonal wavelets are discussed. The 
inequalities that are frequently used in the calcu- chapter on the construction of wavelets may give 
lus of variations and elliptic boundary value prob- the wrong impression that its main objective is 
lems (C. Bandle and M. Flucher), Marcinkiewlcz- the design of compactly supported biorthogonal 
Zygmund inequalities (D. S. Lubinsky), Shapiro's spline wavelets (since it is the beginning and the 
inequality CA. M. Fink), Bernstein type inequal- end of that chapter and other wavelets are not 
ities for rational functions with prescribed poles described). The image processing chapter dis- 
(N. K. Govil and R. N. Mohapatra), discrete vet- cusses the mathematics for two image encoding 
sions of Wirtinger's type inequalities (G. V. Milo- techniques due to Mallat. The first one is based 
vanovid and I. Z. Milovanovid), error inequalities on the classical tensor product wavelet ransform 
for discrete Hermite and spline interpolation (P. and the second is based on multiscale dge repre- 
J. Y. Wong and B. P. Agarwal), and many more. sentation by alternating projections. 
The papers are of excellent quality. They will be In conclusion: this book reveals the beauty of the 
of interest o many researchers in applied mathe- mathematics behind wavelets, but it gives only 
matics, the fundamentals of wavelet analysis itself and the 
applications stay remotely from practical imple- 
P. Kravanja mentation. It will be appreciated by mathemat- 
ical students who want to learn about wavelets 
Wavelet analysis with applications to ira- and by wavelet researchers who want to learn 
age processing about the mathematics. It is a pity that many 
L. Prasad and S.S. Iyengar (LaTeX) typing errors were not corrected. 
CRC Press, Boca Raton, USA, 1997, ISBN 0- 
8493-3169-2, xiv+279 pages, Hardcover DM 110 A. Bultheel 
Wavelets have attracted the attention of a diverse 
public of potential users. So there exist as many 2 Conferences 
"introductions" to wavelets as there are authors 
with a different background. Some books are 11TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
written for medical people with image processing DOMAIN DECOMPOSIT ION METHODS 
skills, some are for signal processing people with 
an electrotechnical education, some are for hard 
core approximators with an advanced knowledge Date: 20-24 July, 1998. 
in approximation theory, and many things in be- Locatioa: Un. of Greenwich, London, UK. 
tween do exist. 
lr~ited speakers: It is a feature of this book that it gives a pure 
mathematical treatment of wavelets starting from R. Hoppe (Augsburg, Germany), C. Farhat (Col- 
the very beginning. It contains a concise but orado, USA), I. Graham (Bath, UK), P. Den- 
thorough introduction to the mathematics needed flhard (ZIB, Germany), E. Ronquist (Nekton- 
to fully understand wavelet analysis. The first ics, USA), B. Engquist (Stockholm, Sweden), D. 
four chapters (about one third of the book) in- Keyes (ODU, USA), F. Natal (Ec. Pol., France), 
troduce set theoretical concepts, linear spaces, in- J. Periaux (Dassanlt, France), M. Ainsworth (Le- 
tegration theory and Fourier analysis. This does icester, UK), M. Casarin (Campinas, Brazil), 
give all the information needed by a reader with XC Cal (Colorado, USA), S. Nepomnyaschikh 
a minimal mathematical knowledge, but some- (Novoslbirsk, Russia), A. Quarteroni (Milano, 
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Italy), H. Kawarada (Chiba, Japan), M. Berzins Location: City Un. of Hong Kong. 
(Leeds, UK). Organizers: Benqi Guo (Manitoba, Canada), Wei- 
Topics: wei Sun (CityU, HK). 
• Numerical analysis of dd methods Aim and Scope: The goal of this workshop is to 
• Fictitious domain methods survey the remarkable progresses of the finite el- 
• Block and substructuring methods ement methods in the past half century and the 
• Multigrid methods current challenging issues on the aspects of anal- 
• Coupling methods for multiphysics ysis, algorithms, applications and implementa- 
• Heterogeneous dd methods tions. The workshop is also aimed at both math- 
• Mortar element methods ematicians and engineers to participate in dis- 
• dd methods for high-order and spectral d is-  cussing the mathematical and industrial perspec- 
cretisations tive of the finite element method in the twenty- 
• dd methods for eigenvalue problems first century. 
• dd methods for non-linear and time dependent 
problems In~ited speakers: 
• dd methods in computational fluid dynamics • Q. Du (HKUST, Hong Kong): "Numerical 
• dd methods in structural dynamics and aero- Methods for the Ginzburg-Landau equations", 
elasticity • R. Falk (Rutgers, USA): "Finite Element 
• dd methods in acoustics and clcctromagnctics Approximation of the Reissner-Mindlin Plate 
• dd methods in oil field simulations Model", 
• dd methods in social/financial sciences • L. Qun (Academia Sinica, China): "High Ac- 
e dd methods for inverse problems curacy Methods for Finite Elements", 
• dd methods for boundary/panel elements • J" Osborn (Maryland, USA): "Eigenvalue prob- 
e Graph decomposition lems", 
• Mesh partitioning and load balancing issues • M. Wheeler (Austin, USA): "Locally Conserva- 
• Strategies for high performance computing tive Algorithms for Modeling Fluid Flow: The- 
e Strategies for parallel and distributed comput- or)', Implementation, and Application". 
ing Topics: 
• Software development for dd methods • The p and h-p finite element methods 
• Semi-automatic development ools for dd • Discontinuous Galerkin methods 
methods • Eigenvalue problems 
• dd methods for non-linear industrial/ • Mixed formulation 
multiphysics problems • Computational mechanics 
Contact address: • Parallel and iterative solvers 
Mrs Franoise Barkshire • Multigrid and domain decomposition methods 
School of Computing and Mathematical Sciences • Computational geosciences 
University of Greenwich - Woolwich Campus • Partition of unity finite element methods 
Wellington Street, London SE18 6PF, UK  • Integral equations and boundary element 
Tel.: +44 181 331 8706 methods 
Fax: +44 181 331 8925 • A-posteriori error estimation and adaptivity 
email: F.BarkshireOgre.ac.uk Contact address: 
http://dd11.gre.ac.uk Weiwei Sun 
Dept. of Maths, City Un. of Hong Kong 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
WORKSHOP ON THE Tel.: (852) 2788 7155 
STATE OF  THE ART IN F IN ITE  Fax: (852) 2788 8561 
ELEMENT METHODS email: maweiw@math.cityu.edu.hk 
http://www.cityu.edu.hk/ma/hypna.html 
Date: 21-24 July, 1998. 
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8TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL IMACS 
COMPUTATIONAL AND APPL IED CONFERENCE ON APPL ICAT IONS OF 
MATHEMATICS  COMPUTER ALGEBRA 
Date: 27 July - 1 August, 1998. Date: 9-11 August, 1998. 
Location: Leuven, Belgium. Location: Prague, Czech Republic. 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 13, nr. 3. Other information: CAM Newsletter 14, nr. i. 
Contact address: Contact address: 
Prof. Marc Goovaerts, K.U.Leuven small: aca98Qsiduri.i~fi.cvut.cs 
Centrum voor Verzekeringswetenschappen http://www-troja.i~fi.cvut.cz/aca98 
Minderbroederstraat 5, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium 
Tel.: (32) 16 32 37 43 
Fax: (32) 16 32 37 40 PART IAL  D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
THEORY AND NUMERICAL  SOLUTIONS emall: fdbaa350cc 1.kuleuven.ac.be 
Date: 10-16 August, 1998. 
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON L0catio#.: Prague, C~.ech Republic. 
SELF -S IMILAR SYSTEMS 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 13, nr. 3. 
Date: 30 July - 7 August, 1998. Contact address: 
Location: Dubna, Russia. Jana Stara, KMA MFF UK, Sokolovska 83 
18600 Praha 8, Czech Republic 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 14, nr. 1. email: pde98Qkaxlin.mff.cuni.cz 
Contact addres: http://kmal4.karlin.mtf.cuni.cs/pdeconf/ 
Prof. V.B. Prieszhev firstann.html 
Bogoliubov Lab. of Theoretical Physics 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 
141980 Dubna, Moscow region, RUSSIA ISSAC'98 
Fax: (7-09621) 6-50-84 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 
http://thsunl.jinr.ru/meetings/ SYMBOLIC  AND ALGEBRAIC  
COMPUTATION 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON THEORY Date: 13-15 August, 1998. 
AND ALGORITHMS Location: Rostock, Germany. 
FOR LARGE SCALE MATRIX PROBLEMS 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 13, nr. 3. 
Date: 2-5 August, 1998. Contact address: 
Location: Dalian Un. of Technology, China. Volker Weispfenning 
FMI, Universit&t Passau 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 14, nr. 1. D-94030 Paesau, Germany 
Contact address: Tel.: (+49) 851-509-3120 
Professor Zhongxiao Jia Fax: (+49) 851-509-3122 
Department of Applied Mathematics email: issac980alice.fmi.uni-passau.de 
Dalian University of Technology http://wwwteo.informatik.uni-rostock.de/ 
Dalian 116024, P.R. CHINA ISSAC98/ 
Tel.:-{-86-411-4709559 
Fax: +86-411-4671009 
small: zxjiaagingko.dlut .edu.cn 
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INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON Contact ac~dres$: 
NONLINEAR AND IMPROPERLY  POSED Hydroinformatics '98 
PROBLEMS Danish Hydraulic Institute 
Agern Alle 5, DK-2970 Horsholm, Denmark 
Tel.: +45 - 45 76 95 55 
Date: 13-15 August, 1998. Fax: +45 - 45 76 25 67 
Location : Un. of Kocaeli Izmit, Turkey. email: HIC98@dhi.dk 
Topics: Nonlinear equations of mathematical http://www.dhi.dk/HIC98/Welcome.html 
physics, nonclassical boundary conditions and 
new inverse and improperly posed problems. ESA'98 
Special emphasis will be placed on: SIXTH ANNUAL EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM ON 
• Theory and analysis of nonlinear and improp- ALGORITHMS 
erly posed problems. 
• Numerical solutions and applications. 
Contact addre88: Date: 24-26 August, 1998. 
Prof. A. ttasanov £oeation: Venice, Italy. 
Un. of Kocaeli Aim and Scope: 
Appl. Math. Sciences Res. Center The Symposium covers research in the use, de- 
Ataturk Bulvari, 41300, Izmit-Turkey sign, and analysis of efficient algorithms and data 
Fax: (90) 262 324 99 36 structures as it is carried out in computer science, 
emall: kcluniv2Gturnct.net.tr discrete applied mathematics and mathematical 
http: / /web.turnet.net.tr /.~kcluniv2 /workshop programming. 
Topics: 
4TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON All areas of algorithmic research, including but 
MUMERICAL  METHODS AND not limited to: Approximation Algorithms; Corn- 
APPL ICAT IONS binatorial Optimization; Computational Biology; 
Computational Geometry; Databases and In- 
Date: : 19-23 August, 1998. formation Retrieval; Graph and Network Algo- 
Location: Sofia, Bulgaria. rithms; Machine Learning; Number Theory and 
Computer Algebra; On-line Algorithms; Pattern 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 13, nr. 3. Matching and Data Compression; Symbolic Com- 
Contact address: putation. The algorithms may be sequential, dis- 
NM&A - O(h4)'98, c/o Dr. Oleg Iliev tributed or parallel, and they should bc analyzed 
Institute of Mathematics and Informatics either mathematically or by rigorous computa- 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences tional experiments. Submissions that report on 
Acad. G. Bonchev Str., BI.8 experimental nd applied research are especially 
1113 Sofia, BULGARIA encouraged. 
Fax: (+359 2) 971 36 49 ln~ited speakers: 
email: nma98@math.acad.bg 
http://banmatpc.math.acad.bg/nma98/ Eli Upfal (Brown), Jeff Vitter (Duke). 
Contact address: 
Gianfranco Bilardi - ESA '98 
HYDROINFORMATICS '98 Dipartimento di Elettronica ed Informatica 
Universita' di Padova 
Date: 24-26 August, 1998. Via Gradenigo 6/A 
Location: Copenhagen, Denmark. 35131 Padova, Italy 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 13, hr. 3. http://www.dsi.unive.it/,,*esa98 
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NUMERICAL  METHODS AND Contact address: 
COMPUTATIONAL MECHANICS Mrs Pamela Bye, The Inst. of Moths and Appls 
Catherine Richards House, 16 Nelson St. 
Date: 24-27 August, 1998. Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1EF, England 
Location: Miskolc, Hungary. Tel.: +44 (0) 1702 354020 
Fax: +44 (0) 1702 354111 




Inst. of Mathematics, Un. of Miskolc 
3515 Miskolc-Egyetemvaros, Hungary INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
Tel.: 36-46-365-11 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS ,  
Fax: 36-46-365-174 PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
email: nmcm98@gold.uni.miskolc.hu AND APPLICATIONS 
http://www.uni-miskolc.hu:S080/home/ 
nmcm98/conf98.html Date: 31 August - 4 September, 1998. 
Location: Rostock, Germany. 
Other information: CAM Newletter 13, hr. 3. EmHTH IMA CONFERENCE ON 
THE MATHEMATICS OF SURFACES Contact address: 
J. Romann 
Universit£t Rostock, Fachbereich Mathematik 
Date: 31 August - 2 September, 1998. D-18051 Rostock, Germany 
Location: Un. of Birmingham, U.K. Tel.: (+49-) (381-) 498 1543 
Aim and Scope: Computer-based methods for the Fax: (+49-) (381-) 498 1520 
construction, representation, and manipulation of email: juergen.rossmannOmathematik. 
complicated surfaces have led to a wide interest uni-rostock.de 
in, and need for, surface mathematics. Many ap- http://www.math.uni-rostock.de/math/events/ 
plications now require the use of surface descrip- FunctionalAnalsyis/ 
tions, especially in such fields as computer aided 
design and machining, and computer vision and EURO-PAR'98 CONFERENCE ON PARALLEL 
inspection of manufactured parts. The descrip- COMPUTING 
tion of surfaces is also of interest in geographic 
information systems and multimedia, and many Date: 1-4 September, 1998. 
other areas of science and medicine. This diver- £ocation: Southampton, UK. 
sity and the wide range of applicability of the sub- 
ject have already enabled the IMA to hold seven Other information: CAM Newletter 13, nr. 3. 
very successful conferences on the mathematics Contact address: 
of surfaces. The eighth such conference has now The Local Euro-Par'98 Committee 
been scheduled. Concurrent Computation Group 
Invited speakers: Dept of Electr. and Computer Science 
P. Besl (Silicon Graphics), R. Farouki (Un. of University of Southampton 
Michigan), H. Hagen (Un. of Kaiserlauten), J. Southampton SO17 1BJ, U.K. 
Hoschek (Tcchn. Hochsch. Darmstadt), G. Lul~cs Tel.: +44 1703 59.45.06 
(Hungarian Ac. of Sciences), D. Manocha (Un. of Fax: -{-44 1703 59.39.03 
North Carolina), H.-P. Seidel (Un. of Erlangen). email: europar980ecs.soton.ac.uk 
http://www.europar98.ccs.soton.ac.uk/ 
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ACOMEN '98 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
ADVANCED COMPUTATIONAL AND RELATED TOPICS 
METHODS IN ENGINEERING 
Date: 2-4 September, 1998. Date: 7-12 September, 1998. 
Location: Ghent, Belgium. Location: Mission Beach, Queensland, Australia. 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 13. nr. 3. Ia~ited speakers: 
Choe Hi Jun (Korea Adv. Inst. of Science and 
Contact addre88: Techn.), Kai-Seng Chou (Chinese Un. Hong 
Ms. M. Botte Kong), O. Costin (M.S.R.I.), P. Delft (Courant 
Department of Applied Mechanics RUG Inst.), B. Fuchssteiner (Paderborn), N. Fusco 
Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 41 (Florence), M. Giaquinta (Piss), B. Gulliver 
B-9000 Gent, Belgium (Minnesota), H. Jinxing (Fudan), G. Huisken 
Tel.: 32 9 264 34 30 (Tuebingen), H. Ishii (Tokyo), N. Ivochkina (St. 
Fax: 32 9 264 35 87 Petersburg), B. Kawohl (Cologne), Y. Li (Rut- 
email: Martine.Botte@rug.ac.be gers), TaN-Ping Liu (Stanford), C. Shou Lin (Nat. 
http://mecatrix.rug.ac.he/acomen98.html Chung Cheng Un., Taiwan), M. Safonov (Min- 
nesota), C. Sbordone (Naples), M. Struwe (ETH), 
CCP 1998 G. Tian (MIT), J. Toland (Bath). 
CONFERENCE ON COMPUTATIONAL Topics: Nonlinear elliptic and parabolic problems, 
PHYSICS Variational problems, Geometric analysis, Non- 
linear waves. 
Date: 2-5 September, 1998. 
Contact address: 
Location: Granada, Spain. PDE98 conference 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 14. hr. 1. Centre for Mathematics and its Applications 
Contact address: School of Mathematical Sciences 
Tel.: 34-58-242880 Australian National University 
Fax: 34-58-242862 Canberra A.C.T. 0200, Australia 
email: ccp1998@goliat.ugr.es Fax: 61-2-62495549 
email: pde98Qmaths:anu.edu.au http://dalila.ugr.es/ccp1998 
http://wwwmaths.anu.edu.au/,,,pde98 
THE 3RD IEEE EUROPEAN WORKSHOP ON 
ScITOOLS'98 COMPUTER- INTENSIVE METHODS IN 
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON 
CONTROL AND DATA PROCESSING 
MODERN SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR 
Date: 7-9 September, 1998. SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING 
Location: Prague, Czech Republic. Date: 14-16 September, 1998. 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 14. hr. 1. Location: Oslo, Norway. 
Contact address: Other information: CAM Newsletter 14. nr. 1. 
M. Karny, IEEE Workshop CMP'98 Contact address: 
Inst. of Information Theory and Automation Ewald Quak 
P.O. Box 18, 182 08 Prague, Czech Republic SINTEF Applied Mathematics 
Tel: +420-2-688 3421 P.O.Box 124 
Fax: +420-2-668 4903 N-0314 Oslo, Norway 
emaih school@utia.cas.cz email: scitools98@math.sintef.no 
http://www.utia.cas.cz/AS_dept/cmp98/first.html http://www.oslo.sintef.no/SciTools98/ 
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON Athens University of Economics & Business 
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR PARTIAL 76 Patision Street, Athens 104 34, Greece 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS Fax: + ( 3 01)- 8203 187 
emall: ealQaueb.gr 
Date: 14-18 September, 1998. http://www.aueb.gr 
Location: Marrakech, Morocco. 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 14. nr. 1. IMMB'98 
Contact address: CONFERENCE ON ITERATIVE METHODS 
ICNMPDE FOR ELASTICITY 
Lab. de Math. Appl. 
Universit~ du Littoral Date: 28-30 September, 1998. 
Centre Un. de la Mi-voix, Bat. H. Poincar~ Location: Un. of Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 
50 rue F. Buisson. BP 699 Other information: CAM Newsletter 14, nr. 1. 
62228 Calais Cede.x, France 
Contact address: 
Tel.: + 33 3 21 46 36 56 O. Axelsson 
Fax: +33 3 21 46 36 61 email: marrakQlma.univ- 
littoral.fr http:/www-lma.univ-littoral.fr University of Nijmegen 
Department ofMathematics 
Toernooiveld 1
SCAN-98 NL-6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON Fax : +31 (0)24 3652140 
SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING, COMPUTER email: immb98Qsci.kun.nl 
ARITHMETIC, AND VALIDATED 
NUMERICS WORKSHOP ON 
Date: 22-25 September, 1998. SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING IN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Location: Budapest, Hungary. 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 14. nr. 1. 
Date: 30 September - 2 October, 1998. 
Contact addre88: 
SCAN98 c/o Tibor Csendes Location: Berlin, Germany. 
H-6701 Szeged, Pf. 652, Hungary Organizers: Georg Hebermehl, Woffgang Heinrich. 
Tel.: +36 62 454 305 Scope: The workshop will bring together math- 
Fax: +36 62 312 292 ematiciana, computer scientists, and engineers 
email: scan98Qinf.u-sseged.hu from research institutes, universities, and indus- 
http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/scan98, try who work on modeling and numerical simula- 
tion in the field of electromagnetics and electron- 
HERCMA '98 ics. 
4TH HELLENIC EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON Topica: 
COMPUTER MATHEMATICS AND ITS • Microwave Circuits, 
APPLICATIONS • Integrated Optics, 
• Optoelectronical Devices, 
Date: 24-26 September, 1998. • Electromagnetic Compatibility, 
Location: Athens, Greece. • Quasistatic Magnetics. 
Other information: CAM Newsletter 13, nr. 3. Other information: There will be invited lectures 
Contact address: and contributed presentations in lecture and 
HERCMA '98 SECRETARIAT poster format. 
Department of Informatics 
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Contact address: . Special section on Applied Mathematics 
SCEE Workshop Secretary, WIAS and Computation: Differential equations, Nu- 
Mohrenstr. 39 merical analysis, Optimization, Probability and 
D- i0117 Berlin, Germany statistics. 
Tel.: +49 30 20377 566 Contact address: 
Fax: +49 30 2044975 Rudolf Scitovski 
email: scee•wias-berlin.de Department ofMathematics 
http://www.wias-berlin.de/~SCEE98 Faculty of Electrical Engineering 
Kneza Trpimira 2b, Hr-31000 Osijek 
7TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON Croatia 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH Fax: +385-31-127888 
email: oi98@etfos.hr' 
http://www.etfos.hr/koi98 
Date: 30 September - 2 October, 1998. 
Location: Rovinj, Croatia. AN ESF INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
Organizer: APPLIED MATHEMATICS FOR 
Croatian Operational Research Society, Zagreb. INDUSTRIAL FLOW PROBLEMS 
Invited speakers: 
• E.A. del Rosario (San Miguel Corp., Philip- Date: 1-3 October, 1998. 
pines), 
• K. Veselic (Fern Un. Hagen): "Catenary - a Location: Sant Feliu de Guixols, Barcelona, Spain. 
Visualisation of Non-Trivial Optimization Prob- Invited speakers: 
lem', Francois Coron (Aerospatiale), Thomas Hou 
• L. Zadnik-Stirin (Un. of Ljubljana): "Inter- (Caltech Un.), Thomas Hughes (Stanford Un.), 
active Multicriterion Analysis in Support of Anthony Jameson (Stanford Un.), Roland Keun- 
Ecosystem Management", ings (Un. Cat. de Louvain-la-Neuve), Ricardo 
• S. Zlobec (McGill Un., Montreal). Nochetto (Un. of Maryland College Park), Leo 
Topics: Pyle (Un. of Reading), Roll Rannacher (Heidel- 
• Professional Aspects of OR: OR method- berg Un.), Jacques Rappaz (EPFL, Lausanne). 
ology, OR education, OR implementation, OR Topics: 
profession. There will be 4 sessions of contributed talks on 
• Methods and Techniques of OR: Assign- specific themes: 
ment, Combinatorial Optimization, Decision 1. Multiscale, 
theory, Games, Integer programming, Linear 2. Analysis and design, 
programming, Multiple criteria decision mak- 3. Fronts, interfaces and free boundaries (in- 
ing, Networks and graphs, Nonlinear program- cluding multiphase and phase change), 
ming, Numerical methods, Simulation, Statis- 4. Non-Newtonian flows. 
tics, Stochastic processes, Vector Optimization. 
• Areas of Application: Agriculture, Banking, Contact address: 
Ecology, Economic Systems and Econometrics, Catherine Werner 
Energy, Finance, Inventory, Production plan- European Science Foundation 
ning, Transportation. Tel: (+33) 3 88 78 71 28 
• Information and Computing Aspects of Fax: (+33) 3 88 37 05 32 
emalh cwernerOesf.org OR: Artificial Intelligence, Decision support 
systems, OR software. 
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]0TH ANNIVERSARY INTERNATIONAL S IBGRAPI '98 
GAMM-  WORKSHOP ON INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 
MULT IGRID METHODS COMPUTER GRAPHICS,  IMAGE 
PROCESSING AND V IS ION 
Date: 5-8 October, 1998. 
Location: Bonn, Germany. Date: 20-23 October, 1998. 
O~her information: CAM Newsletter 14, nr. 1. 
Location: l~o de Janeiro, Brazil. 
Contact addreu: 
Prof. Dr. Michael Griebel Topics: Geometric modeling, Computational ge- 
Universit~t Bonn ometry, Image synthesis, VisuMisation, Graphical 
Institut t'dr Angewandte Mathematik user interfaces, Animation and Simulation, Vir- 
Wegelerstrasse 6 tual reality, Multimedia nd Hypermedia, Graph- 
D - 53115 Bonn, Germany ical databases, Medical imaging, Mathematical 
Tel.:[+49] (0)228 73 - 3437 Morphology, Computer architectures for Com- 
puter Graphics, Image Processing, and Vision, 
Fax: [+49] (0)228 73 - 7527 Statistical signal processing, Multiresolution sig- 
emall: mg10Qiam.uni-bonn.de nal processing and analysis, Multidimensional 
http://wwwwissrech.iam.uni-bonn.de/mgl0 signal processing and analysis, Video process- 
ing and analysis, Remote sensing, Image com- 
6TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON pression, Pattern recognition, Image segments- 
S IMULAT ION OF  DEVICES AND tion, Robotic vision, Active vision, Dynamic con- 
TECHNOLOGIES  tours, Selective attention, Neural networks for vi- 
sual computation, Artificial intelligence for visual 
computation, Visual neuroscience, Visual percep- 
Date: 14-16 October, 1998. tion and cognition, Applications. 
Location: Cape Town, South Africa. Contact address: 
Scope: Luciano da Fontoura Costa 
The conference will address the simulation, rood- ema£1: lucianoQifsc.sc.usp.br 
eling and characterisation of electronic devices http://www.ifqsc.sc.usp.br/visao/sib98/sib98.htm 
and semiconductor process technologies. Device 
and process design will be included in the topics APMS'98  
discussed. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
Topics: AIR POLLUTION MODELLING AND 
* Technology simulation SIMULATION 
• Quantum device modeling/simulation 
• Monte Carlo Modeling/Simulation Date: 26-29 October, 1998. 
• Circuit and Device Modeling Location: Paris, France. 
• Opto-electronic Modeling/Simulation 
• South African Technology. Other inform,~tion: CAM Newsletter 14, nr. 1. 
Contact address: Contact address: 
TechnoConferences ' Relations Exterieures INRIA 
PO Box 70251 Conference APMS'98 
The Willows 0041, South Africa INRIA, Domalne de Voluceau 
Tel.: +27 12 342 0778 Rocquencourt, BP 105 
Fax: + 27 12 342 0943 78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, FRANCE 
email: conferencesQdectec.co.sa Fax: +33.1.39.63.56.38 
http://www.dectec.co.za/techconf/icsdt98 emall: sportissQcerrnics.enpc.fr 
http: //cermics.enpc.fr/manif/aprns98/pres.html 
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WORKSHOP ON Fax: (852) 2788 8561 
SCIENTIF IC COMPUTING AND ITS emalh maweiw@math.cityu.edu.hk 
APPL ICATIONS http://www.cityu.edu.hk/ma/hypna.html 
Date: 7-11 December, 1998. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING AND 
Location: City Un. of Hong Kong. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
Organizers: Yau Shu Wong (Un. of Alberta), Wet- 
wet Sun (City Un. Hong Kong). Date: 15-18 December, 1998. 
Aim and Scope: The aims of the workshop are to Location: Hong Kong. 
bring together mathematicians, scientists and en- Other information: CAM Newsletter 14, hr. 1. 
gineers working in the fields of scientific omput- 
ing and their applications to solve real practical Contact address: 
problems and to provide a forum for the pattie- J. Zhang 
ipants to meet and exchange ideas of common City University of Hong Kong 
interests in an informal atmosphere. Department ofMathematics 
Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Topics: Tel.: (852) 2788-8653 
• Numerical Analysis: Theory and algorithms Fax: (852) 2788-8561 
• Computations and applications to real prob- emalh mashang@cityu.edu.hk 
lems in Science and Engineering http://www.cityu.edu.hk/ma/ 
• Wavelets and Neural Networks and applica- 
tions to signal and image processing problems 
• Mathematical nd Computational Finance CONFERENCE ON 
Invited speakers: OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
W. Allegretto (Alberta, Canada), K. Burrage 
(Queensland, Australia), a. Chart (CUHK, HK), Date: 19-21 December, 1998. 
Q. Chang (Academia Sinica, China), Q. Du 
(HKUST, HK), R.E. Ewing (Texas A & M, USA), Location: Acts, India. 
D. Gottlieb (Brown, USA), J. Galdwell (CUItK, Topics: 
HK), S. Hon (CUHK, HK), Q. Huynn (Panama * Mathematical Programming 
City, USA), N. Intrator (Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL), • Stochastic Processes 
Seng Luan Lee (NUS, Singapore), Let Li (Ya- • Inventory Control 
maguchi, Japan), Y. Lin (Texas A & M, USA), • Queueing Theory 
L. Lu (Xiamen, China), Y. Y. Lu (CityU, HK), • Network and Information Technology 
Lee Seng Luan (NUS, Singapore), P.D. Minev • System Analysis and Design 
(Toronto, Canada), Mo Mu (HKUST, IIK), • Game Theory 
Kwok Po Ng (HKU, HK), P. Schiavone (Alberta, • Operational Management 
Canada), J. Sethian (Berkeley, USA), Z. Shen * Analysis and Allied Topics. 
(NUS, Singapore), S. Sivaloganathan (Waterloo, Other information: The deadline for submitting 
Canada), Z. Xu (Xian Jiaotong, China), W. extended abstracts (not exceeding 1000 words) is 
Xue (HKBU, HK), J. Yokota (Alberta, Canada), August 31. 
Ding-Xuan Zhou (CityU, HK), Q. Zhang (CityV, 
HK), Jun Zou (CUHK, HK). Contact address: 
Prof. G.C. Sharma 
Contact address: Institute of Basic Science 
W. Sun Khandari, Agra - 282002, India 
Dept of Mathematics, City Un. of Hong Kong email: dhccrajb@cdac.ernet.in 
Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong Kong http://www.pen.eiu.edu/.-~cgdb/orsi.html 
Tel.: (852) 2788-7155 
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ICA'99 INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON Orga~szer$: 
INDEPENDENT COMPONENT P. Gonsalez-Casanova, A. Le Mdhautd, L.L. Schu- 
ANALYS IS  maker, L. Traversoni. 
AND Topics: The meeting will focus on various aspects 
BL IND S IGNAL SEPARATION of multivariate scattered data fitting. This in- 
cludes interpolation and approximation methods 
Date: 11-15 January, 1999. using splines, radial basis functions, wavelets, 
etc., as well as various applications in geology, 
Location: Aussois, France. geophysics, hydrology, image processing, meteo- 
Organizers: rology, terrain modelling, and visualization. 
J.-F. Cardoso, C. Jutten, P. Loubaton. Other i~formation: 
Scope: The workshop is devoted to recent ad- • The conference fee amounts to US$ 300 (US$ 
vances in Independent Component Analysis and 150 for educators). 
Blind Separation of Signals. It is intended to • People interested in presenting a contributed 
bring together researchers from the fields of artifi- talk, should send a single page abstract o the 
cial neural networks, signal processing, statistics, address below. To avoid multiple sessions and 
data analysis and all other domains connected to an overfull program, only talks which closely fit 
information processing, the theme of the meeting will be scheduled. Ab- 
stracts will he reviewed, and authors of papers Topics: All aspects of ICA and BSS: theory, meth- 
selected for the program will be notified in early ods, implementation a d recent experimental re- 
sults. January. 
Contact address: Other isformation: Three special sessions will be 
L. L. Schumaker organized on ICA applications: 
• T. Sejnowski (Salk Inst., USA): Biomedical ap- Dept. of Mathematics, Vanderbilt Un. 
plications. Nashville, TN, 37240, U.S.A. 
Tel.: 615-322-6652 
• K. Torkkola (Motorola, Phoenix, USA): Speech Fax: 615-343-0215 
and audio applications, email: sOmars.cas.vanderbilt.edu 
. Y. DeviUe (UPS, Toulouse, France): General http://www.math.vanderbilt.edu/~schumake/ 
applications of ICA and BSS. 
The deadline for submission of full papers is July 
15. All papers presented at the workshop will be ICTCA '99 
collected in a volume of proceedings, which will FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
be distributed to the participants on s i te .  THEORETICAL  AND COMPUTATIONAL 
Contact address: ACOUSTICS 
Jean-Francois Cardoso, ENST/SIG 
4G rue Barrault Date: 10-14 May, 1999. 
F-75634 Paris Cedex 13, France Location: Trieste, Italy. 
email: ica99Osig.enst.fr Topics: 
http://sig.enst.fr/...ica99 • Computational aero-, seismo-, ocean-and  
hydro-acoustics; bio-engineering acoustics, non- 
SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON linear acoustics, structural acoustics. 
MULT IVARIATE  SCATTERED DATA • Multidimensional wave propagation modeling: 
F ITT ING grid methods (spectral, FD, FEM, FV, BIE, 
BEM, etc), particle and meshless methods, ray 
techniques, symbolic methods, ODE methods. 
Date: 15-20 April, 1999. • Solution methods for large-scale problems (it- 
Location: Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico. erative solvers for indefinite systems, multi- 
frequency methods, etc.). 
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• Supercomputing and parallel methods. Mellon Un., Pittsburg, USA), K.E. Gubbins 
• Exterior problems: local and global radiation (North Carolina State Un., Raleigh, USA), 
boundary conditions, infinite elements, absorb- D. Luss (Un. Houston, USA), U. Maas (Un. 
ing layers. Stuttgart, Germany), C.C. Pantelides (Imperial 
• Wave propagation in boreholes, rocks, fluid- College, London, UK), G. Stephanopoulos (Mas- 
solid interfaces, anisotropic media, viscoelastic, aachusetts Inst. Techn., Cambridge, USA), G. 
porous and fractured media, as well as in ran -  Wittum (Un. Stuttgart, Germany). 
dom media. Topics: 
• Ultrasonic wave propagation and nondestruc- Simulation of reactive flows, reaction diffusion 
tire testing, problems, computer aided process design, control, 
• Engineering and Computational seismology, intelligent systems, combustion and flame, molec- 
• Shallow water acoustics and environmen- ular properties, polymer modeling, chemical en- 
tal/bottom parameter extraction, gineering applications of visualization of complex 
• Random Wave Fields and Ambient Noise. data, expert systems, data bases, pattern recog- 
• Global acoustics and large-scale monitoring, nition, image processing and neural networks. 
• Inverse scattering problems. 
• Acoustic tomography and full-field inversion. Other information: Invited and (refereed) con- 
. Optimization i  acoustics, tributed papers will be published by Springer Vet- 
• Real applications, case histories, and data corn- lag. 
pression. Contact address: 
Other information: The deadline for submission of SCCE, Arbeitsbereich Mathematik 
abstracts and special session proposals is October Techn. Un. Harnburg-Harburg 
5, 1998. Kasernenstr. 12 
D-21073 Hamburg, Germany 
Contact address: Fax: -{-49 40 7718 2696 
Angela Marchetto email: scceQtu-harburg.de 
Conference Secretariat, ICTCA'99 http://www.tu-harburg.de/mat/scce/scce.html 
Osservatorio Geofisico Sperimentale 
P.O. Box 2011 - Opicina 
34016 Trieste, Italy MAFELAP 1999 
Tel.: (-{-39 40)2140339 TENTH CONFERENCE ON 
Fax: (-{-39 40) 327307 THE MATHEMATICS  OF F IN ITE  
small: ictca99@ogs.trieste.i ELEMENTS AND APPL ICAT IONS 
http://www.ogs.trieste.it/ictca99 
Date: 22-25 June, 1999. 
Location: Brunel U., Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. 
SCCE II - INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON 
SC IENT IF IC  COMPUTING IN Other information: CAM Newsletter 13, nr. 3. 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Contact address: 
The Secretary, MAFELAP 1999 
BICOM, Brunel University 
Date: 26-28 May, 1999. Uxbridge, UB8 3PH, U.K. 
Location: Un. Hamburg-Harburg, Germany. Tel.: (-{-44) 1895 203270 
Invited speakers: Fax: (-{-44) 1895 203303 
H.G. Bock (Un. Heidelberg, Germany), H. email: mafelap•brunel.ac.uk 
Burkhardt (Un. Freiburg, Germany), P. Deufl- http://www.brunel.ac.uk/.-.icsrbicm/maflap99 
hard (Konrad Zuse Zentrum Informationstechnik, 
Berlin, Germany), I.E. Grossmann (Carnegie- 
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4TH AFA INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF Aim sad Scope: IFIP TC7 promotes applications, 
CURVES AND SURFACES the development of new techniques and theoreti- 
cal research in all areas of system modelling and 
optimization. Each biennial conference brings to- 
Date: 1-7 July, 1999. gather TC7 working groups and a wide scientific 
Locatioa: Saint-Malo, France. and technical community, who share information 
Organizers: A. Cohen (Paris), P.-J. Laurent through lectures and discussions. Thus there will 
(Grenoble), C. Rabut (Toulouse), P. Sablonni~re be excellent opportunities in Cambridge for ex- 
(Rennes), L. Schumaker (Nashville). changing ideas, for learning about recent achieve- 
ments, and for making new contacts with experts 
I~ited speakers: from many countries in all the subjects of the 
Zbigniew Ciesielski (Poland), Ingrid Danbechies conference. 
(USA), David Donoho (USA), B.ida Farouki 
(USA), Yvon Maday (France), Helmut Pottmann In~ited speakers: 
(Austria), Alyn Rockwood (USA), Amos Ron M.P. Bendsoe (Techn. Un. Denmark), R.E. 
(USA), Robert Schaback (Germany), Wim Bixby (Rice Un., USA), A.L. Dontchev (Am. 
Sweldens (USA). Math. Soc., USA), N.I. Gould (Rutherford Ap- 
pleton Lab., GB), J.L. Higie (Un. Arizona, USA), 
Mini-~mposi~m organizers: Wolfgang Dahmen R.H. MShring (Techn. Un. Berlin, D), F. San- 
(Germany), Ron DeVore (USA), David Donoho rosa (Un. Minnesota, USA), J.C. Willems (Un. 
(USA), Jmef Hmchek (Germany), Bernard L~- 
colle (France), Helmut Pottmann (Austria), Mal- Groningen, NL), H. Wolkowics (Un. Waterloo, 
colin Sabin (UK), Joachim St6ckler (Germany). CDN), S.J. Wright (Argonne Nat. Lab., USA). 
Topics: The conference will address the construc- 
Topics: lion and application of mathematical models in 
• Representation and approximation of curves all fields, including energy and the environment, 
and surfaces (splines, finite elements, subdivi- 
sion,...) simulation, computer-aided modelling, structural 
• Computer-aided geometric design systems, control and game theory, stochastic pro- 
. Interpolation and smoothing (scattered ata, gramming, neural networks, dynamical systems, 
variational methods,...) combinatorial nd discrete optimization, stabil- 
• Multiresolution techniques (wavelets, hierar- ity and sensitivity analysis, and all aspects of al- 
chical basis,...) gorithms for linear and nonlinear programming. 
Special attention wiU'be given to the last subject, 
• Curves and surfaces in industry by reserving one of the parallel sessions through- 
• Related applications (image analysis and syn- out the conference for papers on algorithms for 
thesis, robotics, visualization, reverse ngineer- 
ing, CAD-CAM,...). optimisation calculations. 
Contact addreu: Other infoemation: The deadline for submitted 
Curves and Surfaces, LMC-IMAG papers is January 31, 1999. The decisions on ac- 
BP 53, 38041 Grenoble, CEDEX 09, France ceptance or rejection will be taken by the end of 
Fax: 33 76 63 12 63 March. 
email: salnt-maloGimag.fr Co,tact =ddreu: 
http://www.enst.fr/,..afa/saint-malo/ M.J.D. Powell 
Department ofAppl. Maths and Th. Physics 
Un. of Cambridge 
0TH IFIP TC7 CONFERENCE ON Silver Street, Cambridge CB3 9EW, UK 
SYSTEM MODELLING AND Tel: 44 1223 337900 
OPTIMIZATION Fax: +44-1223-337918 
emalh tcTconGdamtp.cam.ac.uk 
Date: 12-16 July, 1999.  http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/user/na/tcTcon/ 
Location: Cambridge, England. 
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3 Ins t i tu t iona l  reports and • Gorik De Sarnblanx: Filtering and Restarting 
doctoral theses of Iterative Projection Methods for Eigenvaluc 
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